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Abstract

Although under some conditions the attention-related late positive event-related potential (ERP) response (LPC) is apparently normal in
autism during visual processing, the LPC elicited by visuospatial processing may be compromised. Results from this study provide
evidence for abnormalities in autism in two components of the LPC generated during spatial processing. The early frontal distribution of
the LPC which may reflect attention orienting was delayed or missing in autistic subjects during conditions in which attention was to
peripheral visual fields. The later parietal distribution of the LPC which may be associated with context updating was smaller in amplitude
in autistic subjects regardless of attention location. Both abnormalities suggest disruption of function in spatial attention networks in
autism. Evidence that the cerebellar abnormalities in autism may underlie these deficits comes from: (1) similar results in ERP responses
and spatial attention deficits in patients with cerebellar lesions; (2) brain–behavior correlations in normally functioning individuals
associating the size of the posterior cerebellar vermis and the latency of the frontal LPC; and (3) a previously reported complementary
correlation between the size of the posterior vermal lobules and spatial orienting speed. Although the scalp-recorded LPC is thought to be
cortically generated, it may be modulated by subcortical neural activity. The cerebellum may serve as a modulating influence by affecting
the task-related antecedent attentional process. The electrophysiological abnormalities reported here index spatial attention deficits in
autism that may reflect cerebellar influence on both frontal and parietal spatial attention function.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction suggests that function may be affected by both cortical and
subcortical pathology. Autopsy and in vivo studies of brain

1.1. Brain structural abnormalities in autism structure in autism have consistently reported abnor-
malities of the cerebellum. Post mortem studies have found

Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder in which reduced numbers of Purkinje neurons in the cerebellar
there is severe disruption of cognitive and social function. vermis and cerebellar hemispheres [9–12,43,106,127]. The
The complex pattern of brain abnormalities in autism amount of loss typically ranges from about 20–60% with a

distribution that is patchy and varies across the cerebellar
hemispheres and vermis in individual autistic cases. In*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-858-551-7928; fax: 11-858-551-
total, cerebellar anatomic abnormality is present in 95% of7931.
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common biological abnormality known for this disorder presented at various peripheral visual locations. Unfor-
(for review see [32]). tunately, the interpretation of these results is not entirely

Consistent with the post mortem findings are quantita- clear since fewer than half of the autism subjects per-
tive MRI studies of several hundred autistic subjects from formed the task correctly and as a group the autism
eight independent research groups that have found hypo- subjects failed to show differences in responses to targets
plasia of cerebellar vermal lobulesVI–VII in these individu- and non-targets. In a similar spatial task, Kemner et al.
als, (e.g., [18,21,22,25,35,36,45,53,62,65,78,93,99,108]). reported smaller P3b in autism subjects over occipital sites
(Note: for a discussion of controversial findings in [65] only [63]. In this task, however, the probability of the
and [99], see [36]). A few studies have reported no target stimulus was 40% and there appear to be no
difference between autism and control subjects in cerebel- attention-related effects for autism or normal control
lar vermis [44,55,100]. A small number (10–12%) of subjects.
individuals with autism have extreme overgrowth (hy- Autism is only one of a number of diverse clinical
perplasia) of the posterior cerebellar vermis [34–36]. disorders with different neural pathology in which the LPC

Structural abnormalities in the brainstem, and in parietal is abnormal. These disorders include schizophrenia, de-
and frontal cortex have also been reported [9,18,33,53]. pression, attention deficit disorder, dyslexia, alcoholism
Carper and colleagues have found an association between and multiple sclerosis (for review see [98]). The LPC has
the size of the posterior vermis and abnormal enlargement also been reported to be reduced in amplitude and extend-
of frontal lobes in young autistic children [18]. Children ed in latency with normal aging in which it is characterized
with the greatest cerebellar hypoplasia had the greatest by a changed scalp topography that may reflect loss of
overgrowth of frontal cortex. The limbic system is another frontal inhibition (for reviews see [19,101]).
common site of anatomic abnormality. In MRI studies,
autistic patients have reduced amygdala volume [8] and
reduced cross-sectional area of the dentate gyrus [109]. In 1.3. Major components of the LPC
autopsy studies, anatomic abnormality in limbic structures
is present in most [12], but not all [9], autism cases. When The LPC is not unitary, but is formed by the spatial and
present, limbic system abnormality involves increased temporal overlap of multiple components with multiple
density of neurons and reduction in neuron sizes [12]. generators, (for reviews see [69,98,102]). Some compo-

nents may be task or modality specific, while others may
1.2. ERP abnormalities in autism: the LPC reflect a common attention-related process. One of the

most widely accepted models is that the P3b reflects
Abnormalities of scalp-recorded event-related potential mental record keeping — the updating of information held

(ERP) responses have been consistently reported in in- in working memory [40]. An interesting alternative is that
dividuals with autism. Among these are the attenuation or the P3b may reflect completion of processing a perceptual
absence of attention-related frontal negativities, and re- task and an associated release of neural inhibition that
duced amplitude of the late positive complex (LPC), follows task resolution [54,72,114,120]. Of course, com-
largely comprised of the P300 (for reviews see [24,26]). It pletion of a perceptual task would be likely to require a
has generally been concluded that these abnormalities are working memory update so that both models could be
electrophysiological evidence of abnormal and less effi- reflected in components of the LPC.
cient attentional processing. Three separate components of the LPC can be con-

Both the fronto-centrally distributed P3a which is eli- sistently identified from averaged ERP data (for reviews
cited by novel stimulation and the parietally maximal P3b see [69,98,103]). An early fronto-centrally maximal re-
which is elicited by attended information are abnormal in sponse that is similar to the novelty P3a [28,115] may be
autism. Significant attenuation of the P3b in individuals elicited initially to a rare (low probability) target stimulus
with autism has most often been found in auditory and may be associated with attention orienting [66,103].
attention tasks, or in response to the omission of an The early response is followed by the parietally maximal
auditory or visual stimulus from a sequence [20,29– P3b which is followed in turn by a more posterior positive
31,39,79,89,94–96]. However, studies using a simple slow wave [66,103]. Using Independent Components
visual target discrimination with stimuli presented in Analysis (ICA), Makeig has identified three robust ICA-
central vision have generally found no difference between components of the LPC associated with a visuospatial task
autism and normal subjects in the amplitude of the P3b [86]. These are: an early frontally positive ICA-component
response to targets [20,30,31,105]. with bilateral parietal negativities at the most lateral scalp

Although under some conditions the visual LPC appears sites (ICA-P3f) that may reflect spatial orienting; a cen-
to be normal in autism, the LPC elicited by visuo-spatial troparietal positive ICA-component with a right frontal
processing may be compromised. Verbaten et al. [119] bias (ICA-P3b) that is most similar to the attention-related
found a significantly smaller P3b in autism over all P300 described in ERP literature; and a late posterior
electrode sites when subjects counted a visual target maximal slow wave that reverses polarity over the central
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sulcus (ICA-Pmp, post motor potential) and reflects motor 118]. Once their attention is oriented, however, these
processes (e.g., the button press response). individuals perform simple visual discrimination tasks as

quickly and as accurately as control subjects. In a recent
1.4. Possible brain sources of the LPC study when individuals with autism were asked to dis-

criminate a stimulus in the visual periphery that was
There is now reasonable consensus that the scalp-re- presented briefly then masked, they were able to do so as

corded LPC is cortically generated, although it may be well as normal control subjects if they were given a second
modulated by subcortical neural activity. Intracranial re- or more to orient attention to the stimulus location. With
cordings, lesion studies and source modeling have been only 100 ms to orient attention to the stimulus location, the
used in attempts to localize potential generators (for accuracy of control subjects was greater than 90%, but
review see [50]). Lesion study results are consistent with autism subjects performed at near chance levels. A group
dissociation of LPC components and suggest different of patients with acquired damage to the cerebellum were
generators for separable components. Lesions to the tem- also slow to orient attention on this task. An index of the
poral-parietal junction significantly reduce the auditory speed with which attention could be oriented was found to
P3b but affect the visual P3b in non-spatial tasks only be significantly correlated with the size of cerebellar
slightly [69,71,121]. In contrast, the early, fronto-centrally vermal lobules VI–VII [116]. Because this task assessed
distributed positivity (P3a) elicited by novel stimuli in any the accuracy of a simple perception and not the speed of a
modality is significantly reduced by lesions to either motor response, it provided an index of the speed of
prefrontal or posterior cortex [66,68,69,71]. Posterior attention orienting that was not confounded with slowed
hippocampal lesions also attenuate the fronto-central P3a, motor response.
but do not affect the P3b [67,70]. Our recent data suggest In contrast to these findings, however, from a study of
that the LPC elicited in a visual-spatial task may differ patients with degenerative cerebellar disorder Yamaguchi
from that produced in a non-spatial visual task. We found et al. reported that damage to the lateral cerebellum does
that patients with lesions involving the temporal-parietal not affect spatial attention shifting [128]. The task in this
junction (TPJ) had a slightly reduced visuospatial LPC. In study was an attentional cue (either central or peripheral)
this same study, patients with unilateral lesions involving followed by a simple target to detect. Their conclusion was
the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) had a more dramatic result based on behavioral data in which normal control subjects
with no discernible LPC. Patients with frontal or posterior showed a larger decrease in reaction time (RT) with more
lesions that did not involve the TPJ, the IPS, or white time to shift attention than did the patients, and on
matter tracts underlying the IPS, had LPC responses that ‘comparable modulation’ of early sensory responses in the
were normal in amplitude and latency [42]. Subcortical patients and control subjects. There are several possible
lesions can also affect the LPC. Thalamic lesions may explanations for the differences between our results and
prolong the latency of the LPC, but do not reduce the those of Yamaguchi et al. The first is that the Yamaguchi et
amplitude [97]. Akshoomoff and Courchesne [2] reported al. study used RT as the behavioral dependent measure for
reduced amplitude LPC in patients with cerebellar damage attention shifting and the RT for patients was significantly
in a non-spatial attention shifting task. Yamaguchi also longer than that of control subjects. Long response times
found reduced amplitude LPC in patients with cerebellar could mask attentional effects. Our results were based on
degenerative disorder during a spatial shifting task [128]. perceptual accuracy. Second, in the Yamaguchi et al study,
Our recent data also show a reduction of the visual LPC in the longest interval in which to shift attention was 800 ms.
a spatial task in patients with unilateral cerebellar lesions Our data [116] suggest that this interval is not long enough
[124,126]. This reduction is particularly prominent over for an attention shift in cerebellar lesion patients. In the
frontal electrode sites — an abnormality that may reflect Yamaguchi et al. study there was little or no improvement
the effect of the cerebellum on frontal attention orienting in RT in patients with 200 ms vs. 500 or 800 ms delays in
systems. which to shift attention. In contrast, the control subjects

showed a significantly shorter RT with 500 ms compared
1.5. Autism and spatial attention orienting: cerebellar to 200 ms to shift attention (a typical result). No change in
involvement the patient RT with longer attention shift intervals implies

that they have either fully shifted attention within 200 ms
There is evidence for abnormal attention shifting and (which control subjects did not) or that by 800 ms they

orienting in autism and in cerebellar lesion patients. For have not yet shifted attention.
example, autistic individuals and cerebellar lesion patients Finally, the Yamaguchi et al. study reported that 800 ms
are slow to shift attention between and within sensory after a central cue the N1 to attended targets was larger
modalities and are slow to orient attention in space than the N1 to unattended targets in both patients and
[1,37,52,116–118]. On spatial cueing tasks (e.g., [104]), control subjects (the N1 would reflect attention-related
individuals with autism and those with acquired cerebellar sensory enhancement and would suggest that attention had
damage are quite slow to orient to a cued location [116– been shifted to the cued location within 800 ms). Their
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conclusion was that this reflected a normal (or better than ever, only the portions of visual and prefrontal cortex that
normal) attention shift with 800 ms. There are a number of are concerned with the peripheral visual field, visual
problems with this conclusion. First, this is the only spatial parameters, and visual motion project to the pons
condition in the study in which there were any early (and via the pons to the cerebellum), as opposed to regions
sensory (P1 or N1) effects of attention for either control concerned with the central visual field and visual object
subjects or patients. This suggests that there may have identification [111].
been inadequate power to observe the typical P1/N1 Results from our studies of autism and cerebellar lesion
indices of spatial attention. In fact, in each condition there patients suggest that the cerebellum affects spatial attention
were a maximum of 67 valid trials and 17 invalid. This orienting. This study was designed to examine components
number of trials is very unlikely to produce stable data for of the event-related late positive complex (LPC) that
the early sensory components. A similar study [88] used reflect attentional processes that may be impaired with
more than 10 times as many trials in young normal cerebellar damage in conjunction with behavioral and brain
subjects to produce stable attentional effects in early structural data. To that end we recorded behavioral per-
sensory components (P1 and N1). In the one condition formance and event-related potentials generated during a
(central cue) for which the N1 was larger to targets at the visual spatial attention task from individuals with autism
validly cued location, the waveforms to the cue suggest and age-matched normal control subjects upon whom we
that there was directional eye movement so that at target had quantitative structural brain data from magnetic reso-
delivery, gaze was shifted toward the cued location (this is nance imaging (MRI). We hypothesized that early fronto-
particularly apparent in the patient group). The N1 is central components of the LPC that may be associated with
significantly larger in foveal vision. If subjects moved their attention orienting would be abnormal in the autism
eyes to the cued location, the N1 amplitude would reflect a subjects, and that in normal control subjects these wave-
gaze shift, not an attention shift (for a discussion see [88]). form components would be associated with MRI measures

Although attention orienting is a processing function of the cerebellar vermis.
that has generally been associated with cortical function,
there is evidence to suggest that such function can be
affected by damage to subcortical systems. For example, 2. Materials and methods
lesions or disease processes that affect the basal ganglia
produce a variety of behavioral deficits that are also 2.1. Subjects
associated with direct damage to regions of frontal cortex
[38]. Lesions confined to the cerebellum have been also Nine high-functioning male subjects with autism and 14
reported to disrupt a number of processes normally associ- age-matched male control subjects participated in the
ated with frontal lobe function including planning, problem study. Participants with autism all met DSM-III-R or
solving, working memory and affect [1,15,17,49,75– DSM-IV [4,5] criteria for autistic disorder. Seven subjects
77,112,122]. Additionally, lesions to the cerebellum have also received the Autism Diagnostic Interviews, ADI or
been reported to produce metabolic abnormalities in frontal the ADI-R [73,82] the Autism Diagnostic Observation
and parietal cortex (crossed cerebellar diaschisis) Schedule, ADOS or the ADOS-6 [80,81] and all subjects
[7,16,64,107]. Functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) received the Childhood Autism Rating Scale, CARS,
studies have shown activation of the cerebellum in normal [113]. None of the autism subjects met diagnostic criterion
individuals during shifting attention [74], attention tasks for Asperger’s syndrome. None had additional psychiatric
that were independent of motor involvement [3], and or neurological diagnoses. All participants with autism
spatial cueing tasks [23]. were screened for the presence of fragile X syndrome and

Studies examining neural pathways between the cere- all were found to be negative. Subjects with autism are
bellum and cerebral cortex have reported pathways that from a group with abnormal cerebellar vermal lobules
may provide the means by which the cerebellum may VI–VII [36].
affect spatial attention systems. Neuroanatomic studies by Normal control participants were volunteers recruited
Strick and colleagues have demonstrated multiple output from the community. Controls had no history of substance
pathways from the deep cerebellar nuclei to distinct abuse, special education, major medical or psychiatric
regions of cerebral cortex [91,92]. These studies detail illness, developmental or neurologic disorder. A previously
anatomic connections from specific regions of the dentate published independent components analysis (ICA) study of
nucleus that project via the thalamus to premotor and a larger sample of normal subjects included data from
prefrontal cortex that are separate from those that project these 14 control subjects [86]. Diagnostic scores for the
to primary motor cortex. The posterior parietal cortex subjects with autism are presented in Table 1. Ages and IQ
receives cerebellar input via the pulvinar as well [6,14]. scores for the subject groups are presented in Table 2.
Posterior parietal input [110] to the cerebellum is via the
pontine nuclei as a part of the mossy fiber tract. Through 2.2. Task
this same pathway, the cerebellum receives input from
both striate and extrastriate visual cortex [46,123]. How- The basic visual display was five dimly illuminated one
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Table 1
aScores from diagnostic tests for subjects with autism

Subj Age CARS ADI ADI ADI ADI
Social V com Nv com RepBeh

1 16 39 28 21 14 7
2 21 35.5 30 16 14 11
3 22 45 30 20 13 6
4 25 39 25 16 9 9
5 30 36.5 26 20 14 6
6 32 42.5 29 22 12 11
7 33 36 21 22 12 10
8 38 30
9 38 32.5 21 9 6 4
Mean 28.33 37.33 26.26 18.25 11.75 8.00
S.D. 7.8 4.7 3.7 4.4 2.9 2.6
a Criterion scores to meet autism diagnosis for ADI subscales are:
Social510; Verbal communication (V com)56; Nonverbal communica-
tion (Nv com)57; Repetitive behaviors (RepBeh)53. Individuals with
CARS scores in the range 30–36 are considered mildly to moderately
autistic and those with scores greater than 37 are considered to be
severely autistic.

inch square boxes displayed in a row, 1 /2 inch above the
horizontal center of a 14 inch video monitor (see Fig. 1).
At the center of the screen a bright cross (1 /2 inch in
height and width) served as a fixation point. The five boxes
were evenly spaced so that with subjects seated 34 inches Fig. 1. This diagram of the task shows: (A) the basic five-box visual
from the screen the visual angles of peripheral boxes were display with location to be attended highlighted (Box 4); (B) a non-target

stimulus in Box 1; (C) a target stimulus in the attended location (Box 4).3 and 6 degrees to the left and right of the center box.
Filled white circles, one half inch in diameter, were
presented for 100 ms in the center of one box at a time. Subjects were instructed to press a button when the
During a block of trials a blue outline marked the location circles (target stimuli) appeared in the attended box, and to
to be attended, and all circles presented in that box were ignore the circles (non-target stimuli) that occurred in
targets. All circles presented in the four remaining boxes boxes at the other four (unattended) locations. A button
were non-targets. The circles were presented randomly in press response 150–1200 ms following a target circle was
equal numbers at each of the five locations so that target scored as a correct response (hit), and no response during
probability was 20%. All five locations served as an that same time window following a target circle was
attended location. The order of blocks for each attended scored as a miss. A button press to a non-target circle (i.e.
location was counter-balanced across subjects, but blocks if there was no target circle in the 150–1200 ms preceding
were randomized only once so that all subjects received the press) was scored as a false alarm. For each of the five
the same set of randomized stimulus sequences. Inter- attended locations, subjects completed 3–5 blocks of 100
stimulus-intervals (ISIs) were varied from 225 to 1000 ms trials.
and selected randomly from equally spaced intervals (a
rectangular distribution). 2.3. MRI procedures

MRI data acquisition protocols, segmentation and mea-Table 2
Age and IQ scores for subject groups, from WAIS-III, WAIS-R, or surement methods for cortical volumes are detailed in

aWISC-R Courchesne et al. [27]. That manuscript also reports a
Normal controls Autism validation study for the automated segmentation methods.

For these measures, a dual echo PD- and T2-weightedn 11 9
axial imaging sequence was performed in a 1.5-T GEAge (S.D., range) 26.82 (7.6, 16–39) 28.33 (7.8, 16–38)

VIQ (S.D.) 122.18 (14.3) 77.11 (11.0) Signa MR scanner. Following an automated correction for
Vocabulary (S.D.) 13.8 (3) 4.3 (1) signal fall-off and a semi-automated removal of skull and
Comprehension (S.D.) 13.5 (5) 3.4 (2) extra-cranial structures, a fully automated segmentation
PIQ (S.D.) 116.27 (9.9) 89.55 (12.4)

algorithm was used to classify all pixels into gray matter,Block design (S.D.) 12.4 (2) 11.0 (3)
white matter or CSF. Cerebellar area measurements wereObject assembly (S.D.) 12.6 (3) 10.2 (3)

a from manual tracings done by expert anatomists on mid-IQ scores were available for only 11 of the 14 normal control subjects.
sagittal (4 mm) T1-weighted images as described inAges for the entire sample of 14 normal control males ranged from 16 to

39, mean527.2167.0. Courchesne et al. [35].
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2.4. ERP recording procedures accounted for by different independent components at a
single time-point are independent. This definition of in-

Electroencephalographic (EEG) signal was recorded dependence allows independent components to account
from 29 channels with electrodes placed at scalp sites Fz, separately for similar activities occurring in different brain
F3, F4, FC1, FC2, FC5, FC6, T7, T8, Cz, C3, C4, CP1, areas at different time lags or frequencies, or even at the
CP2, CP5, CP6, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, POz, PO3, PO4, PO7, same frequency if their phases are not coherent [58].
PO8, Oz, O1, and O2 according to the International 10-20 Artifact removal from our data was a two-step process.
System. Vertical and horizontal EOG was recorded in order First, we rejected epochs for trials in which the amplifiers
to detect eye movement artifacts (i.e. blinks and saccades). were blocked and trials that contained eye artifact during a
EOG electrodes were placed at the left outer canthus (LC) window starting 200 ms before, and extending through,
and below the right eye (RLoe). All electrodes were stimulus presentation. This ensured that we did not retain
referenced to the algebraic average of the unlinked right epochs of data during which the subject may not have seen
(the recording reference) and left mastoid electrodes. EEG the stimulus. The remaining single trials in each of the
was amplified using a bandpass of 0.01 to 1000 Hz, target conditions were concatenated and submitted to an
lowpass-filtered at 50 Hz, then digitized online at a rate of ICA decomposition [83,84,86]. Components were selected
256 sample points per second. ERP data were processed in each subject that accounted for eye or other muscle
and analyzed off-line using software developed in the artifact and those rows in the activation matrix were set to
Hillyard laboratory at the University of California, San zero. The data sets were then reconstructed (without the
Diego (ERPSS, J.S. Hansen). Additional analyses were contribution of the artifact components), and the ‘artifact
conducted with software developed by Makeig, Jung, corrected’ data were averaged and measured [56–58,60].
Sejnowski and colleagues at the Salk Institute and the Jung et al. [60] demonstrates the efficacy of this method
University of California, San Diego (Independent Com- applied to some of this data, and shows examples of
ponent Analysis, ICA, see http: / /www.cnl.salk.edu/| artifact-correction in individual subjects. The ICA-cor-
scott / icafaq.html) [56,58,59,83–85]. rected data is very similar to the most lightly contaminated

raw data, suggesting that ICA correction has not distorted
2.4.1. Artifact correction the original brain electrical signal.

Because many autistic subjects have difficulty control-
ling eye and muscle movement, contamination from arti- 2.4.2. Averaged ERPs
fact in their ERP data can be a serious problem. A Averages of artifact-corrected epochs were made for
common procedure is to detect artifacts due to blinking, each stimulus type (i.e. target, nontarget at each location)
muscle activity, or eye movement and then to eliminate and categorized by the associated behavioral response (i.e.
epochs found to be contaminated with any one of these hit, miss, false alarm, correct rejection) for each subject at
artifacts from further processing and analyses. If too many each attended location. The peak amplitude and latency of
trials are eliminated a subject’s data may be unusable. If the late positive complex (LPC) were measured at all 29
artifact is not eliminated, it is impossible to interpret data EEG electrode sites over a time interval of 300–600 ms
accurately. This is a particularly serious issue in spatial post stimulus with a baseline computed over the 50 ms
attention designs where distracting peripheral stimuli may prior to stimulus delivery.
consistently elicit saccadic shifts. Alternative methods for
correcting eye movement that use regression models to 2.4.3. Statistical analysis of averaged ERPs
adjust levels of activity at electrode sites thought to be ANOVAs examining group differences in LPC latency
most contaminated may distort or mask the signal, par- and amplitude (measured from artifact-corrected data) were
ticularly at anterior recording sites(for a discussion of this initially carried out using all 29 electrode sites and all five
issue see [58,60]). A new method using single-trial ERP attend locations (two groups329 electrodes3five attend
data and Independent Component Analysis (ICA, [13]) has locations). To interpret interactions, these two ANOVAs
been used effectively to correct heavily contaminated ERP were repeated with attended location as attend center or
data without introducing the distortions of data over attend peripheral (average of locations 1, 2, 4, 5), and with
anterior electrodes that may occur with regression model electrodes averaged across larger anatomic regions as
correction algorithms [56–58,60,61]. The ICA method follows: frontal (F3, Fz, F4), fronto-central (Fc1, Fc2),
uses spatial filtering to decompose multiple-channel EEG central (C3, Cz, C4), centro-parietal (CP1, CP2), parietal
data into spatially-fixed and temporally independent com- (P3, Pz, P4), parieto-occipital (PO3, Poz, PO4), and
ponents. Since sources of artifact have a spatial distribu- occipital (O1, Oz, O2). There were no differences in
tion and time-course that is independent of those for EEG results from analyses using a reduced number of factor
activity, ICA can derive independent, separable compo- levels, so only the simpler analyses (seven electrode
nents for these artifactual potentials and extract them from regions and, except where noted, two spatial attention
the real (non-eye, non-muscle) brain sources of electrical conditions). Follow-up contrasts were done using error
activity (i.e. the true EEG signals). That is, the potentials variance from these ANOVAs to compare latency and
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amplitude at frontal and parietal electrode sites. Analyses ability. Fig. 2 displays these sets of single trials as a series
reported used target epochs, but analyses of difference of erpimage plots [59]. These plots are color representa-
waves (target–nontarget) produced essentially the same tions of individual epochs (100 ms pre-target to 900 ms
results. post-target) for the 200 trials. Amplitudes of the ERP

response are color coded (positive red, negative blue).
2.4.4. Single trial measures Trials are ordered by speed of response (i.e. trials with

For each subject, measurements were taken at Pz in 200 shortest RT are at bottom of the plot). The solid black ‘S’
trials centered around that subject’s median RT. Amplitude curve shows RT at each trial.
measures were the average positive amplitude for each trial
over the 200 ms following the response. A measure of 2.4.5. Independent components analysis (ICA)
variability for each subject was the standard deviation of Group averaged data (uncorrected data) were decom-
the amplitude across the 200 trials. These measures were posed using ICA. Averages of 1 s ERP epochs to standard
analyzed for group differences in both mean and vari- and target stimuli at the five locations (i.e. five spatial

Fig. 2. This ERPIMAGE plot [59] shows single trial data for the nine autism subjects (on right) and age-matched normal control subjects (on left).
Subjects are ordered within group by age with youngest subjects at the top of the plot. These plots are color representations of individual epochs (100 ms
pre-target to 900 ms post-target) for the 200 single trials centered around each subject’s median RT. Amplitudes of the ERP response are color coded
(positive red, negative blue). Trials are ordered by speed of response (i.e. trials with shortest RT are at bottom of the plot). The black ‘S’ curve marks RT.
Note that while there is variability in the LPC response of control subjects, most display a robust positivity following the response (the LPC). In autistic
subjects the LPC is present on fewer trials, and is reduced in amplitude where present.
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attention conditions) were calculated for each group. This sample, while 78% of those with autism fall below the
2resulted in 2531 s traces (averaged across subjects within sample median, x (1)54.70, P,0.02).

a group) for each group (autism and controls) for the 31 With age covaried, autism subjects had significantly
electrode channels (note EOG channels were included for more whole brain CSF than did control subjects (F 51,20

the ICA decomposition so that components associated with 5.80, P,0.026). There were no other differences in brain
eye movement artifact would be identified separately, and volume or area measures.
to extend topographic coverage over anterior regions).
These traces were concatenated and decomposed using the 3.3. Behavioral accuracy and response time (RT)
ICA toolbox [86]. This analysis yielded 31 independent
components for each group. These components represent Autism subjects were less accurate than controls overall
independent combinations of temporal patterns across the (F 526.10, P,0.0001; mean percent hits for autism51,21

one second epoch and spatial distributions of the electrical 84.269, controls596.562). Subjects with autism were
signal over the 31 channel field. less accurate when attending peripheral visual fields than

when attending the center location, but there was no
difference in accuracy of control subjects as a function of
the attended location (group by attended location inter-

3. Results
action, F 59.61, P,0.008).4,84

There were fewer than 1% false alarm responses overall,
3.1. IQ data (see Table 2)

and no difference between groups in the rate of false alarm
responses. Both groups of subjects had a higher false alarm

Autism subjects had significantly lower scores on mea-
rate to non-target stimuli in locations adjacent to the

sures of verbal IQ, performance IQ, and verbal subscales
attended location than to non-target stimuli in non-adjacent

assessing vocabulary and comprehension (all t .5.00,16 locations (F 58.67, P,0.008).1,21P,0.01). There were no significant differences between
Subjects with autism were slower to respond to attended

autism and control subjects for the performance subscales
stimuli than were controls regardless of location (F 51,21in which individuals with autism typically demonstrate
6.32, P,0.025; mean RT for autism5406.0647, for

normal ability, block design and object assembly.
controls5356.9645). Both groups responded faster to
attended stimuli at the center location than at peripheral

3.2. Anatomic data from MRI (see Table 3). locations (F 535.84, P,0.0001; mean RT at center51,21

357.8646, at peripheral locations5380.8653).
For seven of the nine autism subjects cerebellar vermal

lobules VI–VII were significantly smaller than in control 3.4. Late positive complex (LPC) averaged ERP latency
subjects (t 53.58, P,0.002). Two of the autism subjects19

showed hyperplasia of lobules VI–VII. Autism individuals Latency of the LPC peak was shorter over frontal than
with hypoplasia had vermal lobules VI–VII that were 18% over parietal regions in normal control subjects, but frontal
smaller than controls, while those with hyperplasia had and parietal peak LPC latency were not different in autism
measures that were 30% larger than controls (controls: subjects. There was no overall difference between groups
293.9647, hypoplastic autism: 240.5621, hyperplastic in the peak latency of the LPC. There was, however, an
autism: 380.862). In such a skewed distribution, the mean interaction of electrode and diagnostic group (F 53.71,6,126

is inordinately influenced by the extreme scores, and does P,0.025; see Fig. 3). The peak latency of LPC was
not represent the bulk of the cases accurately (70% of shorter over anterior than over posterior electrode sites
normal control subjects fall above the median of the entire (F 57.76, P,0.02) in normal control subjects, but was1,13

not different at frontal and posterior sites in the autism
Table 3 group. Additionally, during peripheral attention, peak LPC
Means and (S.Ds) from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) quantitative latency over frontal electrode sites was longer for autism
estimates than for control subjects (F 56.46, P,0.02), but was1,21

Normal control Autism not different between groups at parietal electrode sites.
There was no difference between groups in latency (overalln 14 9

2Cerebellum (mm ) or at anterior or posterior sites) in the attend center
Vermal lobules I–V 481.16 (39.2) 456.23 (51.7) condition. Differences in latency and amplitude (see results
Vermal lobules VI–VII 293.89 (46.8) 271.65 (64.6) below) at frontal and parietal sites are summarized in Fig.
Brain volume (ml)

4.Intracranial 1466.8 (126) 1535.5 (112)
Over frontal electrode sites, in the 14 normal controlTotal brain 1289.9 (113) 1307.3 (95)

Total gray 835.5 (85) 835.9 (78) subjects, the peak latency of the LPC was shorter in those
Total white 454.4 (56) 471.4 (39) with larger cerebellar vermal lobules VI–VII (r520.61,
Total CSF 177.1 (58) 228.2 (60) P,0.02), but only when the attended location was in the
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Fig. 3. LPC latency in autism and control groups as a function of
electrode site.

Fig. 5. Correlation in larger normal sample of cerebellar vermal lobulesperipheral visual field. We repeated this analysis with a
VI–VII (area quantified from magnetic resonance images, see Materials

larger group of normal control subjects (n529, subjects and methods) and frontal LPC latency. These are all control subjects for
aged 16–82). The correlation was also significant in this whom data from this task and quantified MRI measures were available
larger group, (r520.61, P,0.001, see Fig. 5). There were (n529, subjects aged 16–82). These subjects have served as part of a

study of electrophysiology of normal spatial attention function [86,87],no significant relationships (or trends): between vermal
and have served as control subjects for focal lesion and autism groups inlobules I–V and LPC latency over frontal electrode sites;
our studies of spatial attention.

between vermal lobules VI–VII and LPC latency when the
attended location was at center; or with vermal lobules and

LPC amplitude. This was true for both the smaller sample
that serves as the control group for the autism subjects in
this study, and for the larger normal control sample. There
was also no significant relationship between vermal size
and frontal LPC latency in autism subjects.

3.5. Late positive complex (LPC) averaged ERP
amplitude

Fig. 6 shows ERP responses to targets for control and
autism subjects at all electrode sites. For comparison with
autism subjects, Fig. 7 shows waveforms from a group of
patients with acquired cerebellar lesions (data from
[124,126]).

Over electrode sites and across target locations, there
was a trend for smaller peak amplitude LPC to correctly
identified (attended) targets in the autism group overall
(F 53.26, P,0.085). There was no difference between1,21

groups in peak LPC amplitude over frontal sites, but there
was a significant group difference at parietal electrode sites
(F 54.71, P,0.05). Additionally, all subjects showed1,21

greater peak amplitude responses when attending the
center compared to peripheral locations (F 512.55, P,1,21

Fig. 4. Summarizes LPC latency and amplitude differences between 0.002), and larger peak amplitude over parietal electrode
autism and control subjects at frontal and parietal electrode sites during sites (F 519.4, P,0.0001). Over all parietal electrode6,126
peripheral attention conditions. Frontal measures represent peak latency sites, and at Pz, where the LPC was maximal in both
or amplitude averaged over electrodes F3, F4 and Fz. Parietal measures

subject groups, peak LPC amplitude was significantlyrepresent peak latency or amplitude averaged over electrodes P3, P4 and
smaller in autism subjects (P,0.05).Pz. All measures represent LPC latency and amplitude averaged across

the four peripheral attention conditions (two left, two right). In normal control subjects there was no difference in
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Fig. 6. Averaged ERPs to correctly identified targets for autism (dashed line) and normal control subjects (solid line). Data are averaged across the five
attend locations.Vertical lines mark the time of stimulus delivery and show a 2 mV calibration with positive responses plotted up. Horizontal axis tick marks
represent 100 ms intervals.

peak LPC amplitude over anterior electrode sites as a results from averaged ERPs. Autism subjects showed
function of attended location, but over posterior scalp sites smaller amplitude LPC at Pz (t 54.12, P,0.0008).21

LPC peak amplitude was larger in the attend center Single trial variability (within subject standard deviation
condition. In autism subjects, however, the difference in across the 200 single trials) of average LPC amplitude at
the LPC peak amplitude when attending the center relative Pz was greater for control subjects than for autism subjects
to the periphery was constant across all electrode sites (t 53.32, P,0.005). This result may seem inconsistent21

(three-way interaction of electrode, attended location and with a visual inspection of Fig. 2 in which the inconsis-
diagnostic group, (F 55.22, P,0.009). Fig. 4, pre- tency of the LPC response in the autism subjects is6,126

sented above with LPC latency results summarizes frontal notable. However, the single trial variability was greater
and parietal differences between groups in both peak for control subjects because the amplitude range across
amplitude and latency during peripheral attention con- trials was considerably greater for control subjects (1–17.5
ditions. mV vs. 1.7–5.7 mV in autism). The median percent of trials

on which average LPC amplitude was greater than 1 mV
3.6. Single-trial analysis of the LPC was 90% for control subjects and 74% for autism subjects.

Control subjects generated LPC responses that were great-
Fig. 2 shows erpimage plots for all autism and nine er than 5 mV on approximately two-thirds of the single

age-matched control subjects at the central parietal elec- trials, while autism subjects generated responses that large
trode site (see Materials and methods). Results from on only one-third of the single trials. This is consistent
analysis of the single trial measures were consistent with with visual inspection of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7. LPC in autism (dashed line) and control subjects (solid line) (TOP) and in cerebellar lesion (dashed line) and age-matched control subjects (solid
line) (BOTTOM) from the same spatial attention task used with autism subjects in the study reported in this manuscript. Shown here are difference waves
calculated by subtraction of nontargets at a given location from targets at the same location. Difference waves are collapsed across the five attend locations.
Vertical lines mark the time of stimulus delivery and show a 2 mV calibration with positive responses plotted up. Horizontal axis tick marks represent 100
ms intervals. From [124,126]. Lesion patients are described in [116].

3.7. Independent components analysis (ICA) The later slow wave Pmp component is also somewhat
smaller in autism subjects. The posterior focus of this

Independent Components Analysis decomposition of the component in the autism group has an anterior shift and is
averaged ERP data for control and autism groups is shown missing the frontal negative response that is prominent in
in Fig. 8. Three major components were extracted from the the control Pmp component.
LPC in each group — explaining 98.4% of variance in the
control data, and 92.1% of the variance in the autism data.
Components are named following Makeig et al. [86]. 4. Discussion
Temporal patterns show that compared to controls, the
earliest component (P3f) is smaller in the autism group and Behavioral performance and electrophysiological re-
has a different spatial distribution. This component has a sponses during spatial attention suggest that use of covert
prominent posterior positive focus in both groups. In attention is impaired in autism. Two components of the
controls, there is a broad frontal positive response that is attention-related late positive electrophysiological response
attenuated or missing in the autism group. The P3b were abnormal in individuals with autism. Early frontal
component is smaller in the autism group, but the com- LPC responses that reflect attention orienting were delayed
ponent spatial topography is quite similar in both groups. and performance was reduced during attention to peripher-
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Fig. 8. ICA decomposition showing three major components of the LPC in control and autism groups. Spatial maps show the distribution of the component
(red positive, blue negative). Traces show activation across the epoch. Component traces resemble averaged ERP waveforms, but are representations of the
component activation across the 1000 ms (800 shown) with fixed spatial distributions (activity at all 31 electrode sites). Components are superimposed
upon an envelope (solid black line) from the averaged ERP data, displaying positive and negative boundaries of all channels.
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al visual fields. Later, parietally maximal LPC responses That is, any infrequent target stimulus may initially elicit a
which may be associated with context updating were P3a-like component that is associated with orienting
smaller in amplitude. Both abnormalities suggest disrup- attention to that event [66,103]. In our data, the latency of
tion of function in spatial attention networks in autism, and this component is associated with the size of a brain
may reflect cerebellar influence on frontal and parietal structure that has also been associated with speed of
spatial attention systems. orienting attention. The later posterior LPC does not have

the same relationship to brain structural measures, and
4.1. The anterior late positive complex (LPC): attention doesn’t index location.
orienting Independent components analysis of our data also

supports separable components and has identified three
In control subjects, as is commonly the case, the frontal robust LPC components with unique spatial and temporal

LPC preceded the larger posterior waveform. In autistic characteristics in each group. In the control subjects these
subjects the frontal LPC was significantly later, and peaked components are nearly identical to those identified by
at the same time over both frontal and posterior regions. Makeig in a larger sample during this same visuospatial
This late peaking frontal response in autistic individuals task [86]. These are: an early frontally positive component
may reflect a delayed component, or may reflect a severely with bilateral parietal negativities at the most lateral scalp
reduced or missing early component. In either case, this sites (ICA-P3f) that may reflect spatial orienting; a cen-
abnormality in a component that may represent attention troparietal positive component with a right frontal bias
orienting is consistent with these subjects’ reduced accura- (ICA-P3b) that is most similar to the attention-related P300
cy to targets in the visual periphery and is also consistent described in ERP literature; and a late posterior maximal
with our previous findings of impaired attention orienting slow wave (ICA-Pmp, post motor potential) that reflects
in autism [52,116–118]. When attention was to the visual motor processes (e.g., the button press response). The ICA
periphery, the latency of the frontal LPC was significantly components reflect the integration of information from all
earlier in normal individuals with larger posterior cerebel- 31 electrode sites over the entire 1 s ERP epoch. All three
lar vermal lobules. This correlation was specific to covert components are reduced in amplitude in subjects with
spatial attention as there was no relationship between autism. Spatial topography of the ICA-P3b component is
frontal LPC latency and the posterior vermis in attend nearly identical in autistic and control subjects, but topog-
center conditions. This correlation was specific to the raphy of the ICA-P3f and ICA-Pmp components differs.
posterior vermis as there was no relationship between The ICA-Pmp in autistic subjects is missing the frontal
frontal LPC latency and anterior vermal lobules that negativity that is prominent in the control response. There
support motor function, or with measures of total brain is a concomitant anterior shift in the positive focus of the
volume. This correlation was also specific to the frontal autism Pmp component which seems consistent with the
LPC as there was no correlation with vermal lobules and prolonged late positive slow wave seen over frontal sites in
the latency of the posterior LPC. Finally, there was no the averaged ERP data for this group. The autism ICA-P3f
corresponding correlation in autistic subjects, perhaps lacks the prominent frontal positivity of the control
because frontal LPC latency measures in autistic subjects component. While the ICA-P3f component peaks earlier
reflect the time-course of the posterior not the anterior than the averaged ERP frontal LPC, the failure of the
component. This association of larger vermis and early frontal positivity in the autism group at the LPC onset is
frontal LPC latency is consistent with our earlier reports of also consistent with the reduced or delayed LPC peak over
faster attention orienting in those with larger posterior frontal sites in the averaged ERP data.
vermal lobules [116] and may be an electrophysiological There is considerable evidence for disruption of both the
index of the same attention orienting process. P3a and P3b components as a result of damage to specific

Latency differences in both control and autism subjects brain regions, but the location of source generators for
point to different components in the frontal and posterior these components are still unknown. The early frontal
distribution of the LPC. The early frontally distributed and component is affected by damage to pre-frontal or poste-
the subsequent parietally maximal manifestations of the rior association cortex or the hippocampus [69]. Even if
LPC are separable. These components can be disrupted scalp recorded LPC components are cortically generated,
independently and are likely to have different brain the response can clearly be affected by brain structures
sources, although these sources may be overlapping. These remote to the generating source. Halgren has suggested
components also reflect different cognitive processing that one of the difficulties in source localization of a
stages. The early frontal component may reflect attention complex waveform is that the recorded response can be
orienting, while the later parietal component has been affected not only by the generating structure, but also by
proposed to reflect context updating or perceptual closure. ‘trigger’ or ‘antecedent’ structures. For example, an ERP
The early frontal component is similar to the novelty P3a response may be severely attenuated or abolished by
response [28,115], and may represent activation of the lesions to the generating structures, but may also be
same or overlapping generators as the novelty response. affected by damage to ‘trigger’ or ‘antecedent’ structures
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[50,51]. Damage to a trigger structure would be expected mality in autism is not confined to the cerebellum. There is
to affect a larger region than that affected by direct damage evidence from structural MR imaging for abnormality in
to the propagating structure. Damage to an antecedent frontal and parietal cortex and in the limbic system in
structure would be expected to alter task-related responses some autistic individuals [8,9,12,18,33,109]. Delayed or
specifically. In visuo-spatial function, the cerebellum may absent P3a responses in autism could then result from
serve as an antecedent structure, influencing the frontal abnormal cortical and not abnormal cerebellar function.
generation of the P3a during attention orienting. This seems unlikely since there is a similar result from

There is ample evidence that cerebellar damage can cerebellar lesion patients and a significant relationship
affect cortical function. For example, altered metabolic between cerebellar vermal area and frontal LPC latency in
activity in frontal and parietal cortex (crossed cerebellar normally functioning controls. There is, however, an
diaschisis) is seen following cerebellar lesions interesting difference in the LPC response over anterior
[7,16,64,107]. Lesions confined to the cerebellum can scalp sites in autistic subjects and cerebellar lesion subjects
disrupt a number of processes normally associated with that may reflect the additional brain structural damage in
frontal lobe function including spatial and non-spatial autism. At frontal sites, cerebellar lesion subjects show a
working memory [1,15,17,49,75–77,112,122]. In normal negligible LPC. Autism subjects, on the other hand, show
individuals, functional magnetic resonance imaging a response that is not different in amplitude from control
(fMRI) studies have shown activation of the cerebellum in subjects, but in which the latency is significantly delayed.
conjunction with cortical regions during spatial attention Whether this reflects an absent or merely a delayed
[23]. Neuroanatomic connections between the cerebellum response, the data show an extended positive response over
and prefrontal cortex are consistent with cerebello-frontal frontal cortex while the control response (and that of
interaction in spatial attention function. Interestingly, cerebellar lesion subjects) over this time-course shows a
Schmahmann has reported that only portions of the visual frontal negativity following the LPC peak. This may be
cortex and prefrontal cortex concerned with the peripheral consistent with earlier findings of a failure to observe
visual field project to the cerebellum (via the pons) [111]. frontal attention-related negative ERP responses in autism

Evidence that the cerebellum may serve as an antecedent [24], and could result from structural abnormalities of
structure in the generation of the frontal LPC during spatial frontal cortex. A similar shift in LPC topography has also
attention processing comes from several sources. First, our been reported in normal aging. One proposal is that the
data from normal control subjects shows a significant increased positivity at anterior sites in older individuals
correlation between the size of posterior vermal lobules results from the attenuation of frontal negativities associ-
VI–VII and: (1) the speed of spatial attention orienting ated with loss of neural tissue in frontal cortex [41]. This
[116]; (2) the latency of the frontal LPC. In both cases, could be true in autism as well.
larger vermal lobules are associated with faster spatial
orienting. Results from recent fMRI studies of normal 4.2. The posterior late positive complex (LPC): context
spatial attention function also suggest that during visuo- updating
spatial attention the cerebellum is consistently active in
concert with cortical structures known to be active during The parietally-maximal LPC (P3b) was smaller for
spatial attention processing [23]. Second, during spatial autism subjects than for controls over posterior, but not
attention tasks, the frontal LPC is effectively absent over anterior scalp sites. Single trial analysis suggested that in
anterior sites in patients with acquired brain lesions that autistic subjects compared to controls, the P3b was present
directly affect only the cerebellum (see Fig. 7). Third, in on fewer trials and was reduced in amplitude when present.
autistic individuals who have developmental abnormalities Unlike anterior electrode sites where peak latency of the
of the cerebellum, the frontal LPC response during visuo- LPC was longer for autism subjects than for controls, there
spatial attention is either severely delayed or absent. In were no latency differences over posterior electrode sites.
subjects with autism, the delayed latency of the frontal Because the P3b is reduced in amplitude in a variety of
LPC could reflect a delayed frontal response, or alter- neurologic disorders as well as in normal aging, it is
natively, that response could be missing or severely certainly possible that this electrophysiological abnormali-
attenuated so that the peak response observed over anterior ty reflects some non-specific process. Alternatively, the
scalp sites does not reflect a separate component, but the processes may be specific but difficult to identify given the
later parietally maximal P3b. A similar result has been limited information available from the averaged electro-
found in patients with cerebellar lesions [124,125]. In both physiological response. Given multiple sources and multi-
clinical groups there was a severe attenuation or absence of ple potential influences from task-related antecedent
the early frontal LPC. Finally, both cerebellar lesion sources, there are clearly many different ways in which
patients and individuals with autism are abnormally slow brain pathology could affect this electrophysiological
to orient or shift visual spatial attention [116]. response. In autism, P3b abnormalities do appear to be

Although the cerebellum is the most consistently re- both modality and task specific. The auditory P3b is
ported site of brain abnormality in autism, brain abnor- consistently found to be abnormal in autistic individuals,
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while in visual attention tasks in which the P3b is patients with cerebellar lesions (see Fig. 7). In spatial
generated during a foveal discrimination the P3b is of attention function, the P3b may index the updating of
normal amplitude. In contrast, this study and previous spatial information following a target identification (e.g.,
studies have found an attenuated P3b in autistic subjects refreshing or replacement of the representation of the
during visual attention when the task was spatial in nature relevant locations). The cerebellum is heavily intercon-
[119]. This seems quite consistent with behavioral visuo- nected with visuo-spatial attention regions, and has been
spatial attention deficits in autism [52,116–118]. The implicated in spatial encoding of visual information
reduced visuo-spatial P3b, like the delayed frontal LPC, [47,48]. One possibility then is that damage to the cere-
may be associated with impaired spatial attention function bellum may result in impaired spatial encoding. In the
and reflect abnormalities in the brain structures that current task, that might mean difficulties maintaining a
support spatial attention. On this simple spatial detection representation of attention locations which is required for
task, autistic individuals were less accurate when attending accurate performance of the task. Tasks requiring more
the visual periphery, and the P3b was smaller during effortful attentional processing do generally result in
peripheral attention conditions as well. reduced P3b amplitude [98]. Whatever the mechanism and

The P3b is proposed to reflect processes subsequent to the associated psychological construct, in spatial attention
event-encoding or perceptual closure, and may represent processing autism and cerebellar lesion patients do appear
context updating memory [40,54,72,114,120]. Of course, to have impaired performance and a reduced P3b.
completion of a perceptual task would be likely to require
a working memory update so that these operations would
both be reflected in the LPC. Either model would be then 5. Summary
be consistent with a recent imaging study that suggests the
LPC reflects activity in a neural network that mediates We have found dissociations in abnormalities of frontal
working memory [90]. In a visuo-spatial attention task, and posterior scalp recorded responses that suggest impair-
these processes would involve the brain regions that ment in autism in two different component spatial attention
subserve spatial attention, including regions important for processes (see Fig. 4). First, the latency of early fronto-
spatial working memory processes. Cortical regions associ- central late positive complex response is delayed over
ated with spatial attention processing would be likely frontal, but not over parietal regions. This abnormal
candidates for visuo-spatial P3b generators. The source component may index impaired spatial orienting. Second,
generators for the P3b are unknown, but are likely to the subsequent parietally-maximal late positive complex
include multiple regions. Lesions of the temporal-parietal response is attenuated over parietal but not over frontal
junction and the intraparietal sulcus may reduce the P3b, regions. This component may index impaired encoding or
while lesions to other regions of frontal and parietal cortex updating of spatial information in working memory. These
do not [42,69,121]. Intracranial recordings suggest a electrophysiological abnormalities are consistent with be-
source for the depth P3b in the hippocampus with related havioral evidence in autistic individuals of slow attention
local cortical generators in regions including the superior orienting and poor performance in tasks requiring attention
temporal sulcus and the intraparietal sulcus [50]. Activa- to peripheral visual space. This suggests that the use of
tion patterns during fMRI studies suggest that the in- covert attention is compromised in autism.
traparietal sulcus is, in fact, a critical component of spatial The most consistently reported site of structural abnor-
attention networks. Our recent studies with patients who mality in the autistic brain is the cerebellum. However,
have lesions to the intraparietal sulcus or to white matter additional brain regions that have documented abnor-
underlying this sulcus, suggest that this region is also malities in autism include frontal and parietal cortex as
critical to the integrity of the scalp-recorded P3b response well as the hippocampus. Although the functional deficits
during spatial attention [42]. Abnormalities of parietal reported in this study may result from other structural
cortex including sulcal widening have been found in abnormalities, there is compelling evidence to suggest that
approximately 40% of individuals with autism [33]. This the cerebellum may affect these processes. First, patients
cortical abnormality could underlie the attenuation of the with acquired lesions affecting only the cerebellum have
P3b in autistic subjects. Alternatively, the cerebellum may abnormalities of the late positive scalp recorded response
affect the generation of the P3b via disruption of the and behavioral attention deficits that parallel those of
spatial attention process. In this case the cerebellar in- autistic individuals. Second, there is a significant relation-
fluence could be on local parietal P3b generators (such as ship in normal function between the size of the posterior
the intraparietal sulcus) or could be on prefrontal regions cerebellar vermis and the speed of orienting spatial atten-
which in turn affect the parietal generators. The visuo- tion. There is a complementary significant relationship
spatial P3b has previously been reported to be reduced in between the size of the posterior vermal lobules and the
amplitude in patients with cerebellar damage [2,128]. The latency of the early fronto-central LPC during spatial
P3b associated with this same spatial attention task as that attention. This evidence suggests that damage to the
used with autism subjects in this study was also reduced in cerebellum compromises use of covert attention.
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